
Context Modeling andthe Generation of Spoken DiscourseKees van Deemter and Jan OdijkInstitute for Perception Research (IPO)P.O.Box 513, 5600 MB Eindhoven, The Netherlands.E-mail: fdeemter,odijkjeg@natlab.research.philips.comAbstractThis paper presents the Dial-Your-Disc (dyd) system, an interactive system that supportsbrowsing through a large database of musical information and generates a spoken monologueonce a musical composition has been selected. The paper focuses on the generation of spokenmonologues and, more speci�cally, on the various ways in which the generation of an utteranceat a given point in the monologue requires modeling of the linguistic context of the utterance.ZusammenfassungIn diesem Artikel wird das Dial-Your-Disc (dyd) System vorgestellt. Dieses interaktive Systemunterst}utzt den Benutzer beim Durchsuchen einer grossen Datenbank mit Informationen }uberMusikkompositionen. Nach Auswahl einer Komposition erzeugt das System einen gesprochenenMonolog. Dieser Artikel konzentriert sich auf die Erzeugung gesprochener Monologe. Insbeson-dere wird besprochen, in welcher Weise die Erzeugung einer }Ausserung je nach ihrer Positionim Monolog es erfordert, den linguistischen Kontext der }Ausserung zu modellieren.R�esum�eCet article pr�esente le syst�eme DYD (Dial-Your-Disc/Choisissez votre disque), qui comprendentre autres la fonction de recherche dans une grande base de donn�ees, et celle de g�en�erationd'un monologue sous forme vocale, une fois que l'oeuvre musicale a �et�e s�electionn�ee. L'articlepr�esente en d�etail la g�en�eration des monologues, avec un accent particulier sur la n�ecessit�ede recourir au contexte linguistique de l'�enonc�e pour e�ectuer di��eremment la g�en�eration enfonction de la position courante dans le monologue.Keywords: language/speech generation; music information system; accent loca-tion; prosody; context modeling; discourse structure.
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1 IntroductionContext modeling is becoming an increasingly important ingredient of linguistic theories andapplications.Probably, the area of linguistics in which the modeling of contextual information has beenstudied in most depth is that of language interpretation. For example, it has long been recog-nized that deictic words such as this and now depend for their interpretation on the contextin which they are uttered (see, e.g., (Montague 1974, Kaplan 1979) for formal treatments).Likewise, the interpretation of personal pronouns has long been known to be dependent onthe linguistic environment in which they appear. Moreover, it has become clear that similarkinds of dependence on linguistic context apply to many other classes of expressions.1 In-spired by this growing body of empirical work, dependence on linguistic context has becomethe cornerstone of the so-called dynamic theories of meaning (Kamp and Reyle 1993, Heim1982, Barwise 1985, Groenendijk and Stokhof 1991). These theories characterize the mean-ing of a sentence as its potential to change one `information state' into another, and it isthis dynamic perspective on which current natural-language interpreting systems are begin-ning to be based. Thus, contextual interpretation, far from being viewed as an exception, istaking centerstage in the theatre of language interpretation.The importance of context for language interpretation raises the question in how far con-text modeling is relevant for natural-language generation (NLG). Of course, the relevanceof contextual information for generation follows from the relevance of this information forinterpretation, since the discourse generated has to be interpreted by the user of the sys-tem. For example, when a pronoun or a deictic expression is generated, its linguistic contextdetermines how it will be interpreted by the user. Consequently, it is hard to see how anNLG system can generate texts that make a correct use of pronouns, deictic expressions,etc., without modeling the kinds of context that their interpretation depends on.But there is more. What has been said at a given point in the discourse, and the way inwhich it has been said, help to determine both what can be said afterwards and what isthe best way to say it, as will be pointed out later in this paper. For example, it seemsreasonable to require that each sentence in a discourse contributes novel information, or inother words, information that is not already present in the preceding sentences. Furthermore- and this is where the relevance of context for speech comes in - those parts of a sentencethat are responsible for novel information are likely to be accented in speech. Thus, bothcontent and form of any utterance are a�ected by linguistic context.We will try to clarify some of the various ways in which linguistic context is relevant forthe generation of spoken monologues and, more speci�cally, how the various kinds of con-textual information are modeled in a system that generates spoken texts. First, we willoutline the system that has been the vehicle for our work in discourse generation, namelythe so-called Dial-Your-Disc (dyd) system (section 2). The next two sections outline the1Examples include the contextual interpretation of full Noun Phrases (Sidner 1979, Carter 1987, vanDeemter 1992); implicit arguments (Partee 1989, Condoravdi and Gawron 1996); tense (Hinrichs 1986);vagueness (Klein 1980); and presupposition projection (Heim 1992, van der Sandt 1992).2



language-generation module (section 3) and the prosodic module (section 4), respectively.The penultimate section draws some conclusions (section 5) and the Appendix exempli�esthe output of the dyd system (section 6). These monologues are presented in written form,but with annotations that mark the locations of accents.2 The dyd systemSpeech generation is now generally regarded as a technology with commercial possibilities(see, e.g., (Cole et al. 1995)). Possible applications include various `hands busy, eyes busy'applications such as assistance in car navigation, as well as, for example, telephone-basedinformation services. In the latter type of applications, speech is typically used for thepresentation of information stored in the formal representations of a conventional databaseand that a user has somehow expressed interest in. The dyd system, developed at the In-stitute for Perception Research (IPO), is an example of a system of this kind. It producesspoken monologues derived from information stored in a database about compact discs withcompositions written by W.A.Mozart. The database contains information about the com-positions, the performers, and the recordings. In dyd, the need for spoken monologues arisesafter a user has expressed his or her interest in a particular kind of musical composition. Themonologues produced are interleaved with musical fragments. A system of this kind couldbe used for teleshopping, but it could also be used for educational purposes or just for fun.In all of these cases operating the system should be easy and pleasurable. In particular, thisimplies that the monologues should be lively.In the present version of the system, users can express their interests through an extremelysimple, mutilated form of typewritten or spoken2 English, in which they can accumulateproperties that they like to hear in a composition. For example,User says sonata - The system selects the set of tracks that are part of a sonataUser says piano - The system selects tracks that are part of a sonata and contain a piano.User says fast - The system selects tracks that are part of a sonata, contain a piano, and havetempo indication `allegro' or `presto'. (See also Appendix.)To discard old properties, the user can ask for a reset. When a property is added thatis incompatible with the previous requests, the system will either drop one or more olderproperties, or explain that it has arrived at the empty selection. In any case, the system willproduce a simple `feedback' sentence to characterize the selection it has come up with. Forexample, I have selected 54 tracks with tempo allegro or presto.Note that there is a clear distinction between `browsing'-oriented systems of this kind, on theone hand, and traditional question-answering systems, which give precise answers to precisequestions, on the other. The exact way in which users can indicate their areas of interestwill not be discussed in this paper, and the same is true for the (`selection characterizing')feedback that the system produces. Instead, the present paper focuses on the situation that2In speech-recognition mode, dyd uses word-spotting to recognize key words, such as sonata, piano, fast,etc. The speech-recognition module makes use of the Phicos recognizer generator developed at PhilipsResearch Laboratories in Aachen (see, e.g., (Ney et al. 1994)).3



arises after this feedback is given, when the system makes a random choice from among thetracks in the selection and provides more elaborate information on the track selected. Sup-pose the system focuses on the fourth part of a particular recording of Mozart's compositionK309. A database representation of this recording could be:KV 309DATE 10/1777 - 11/1777SORT piano sonataNUMBER 7PERFORMER Mitsuko UchidaPLACE LondonVOLUME 17CD 2TRACK 4Dyd can then generate many alternative descriptions of this database object, one of whichis chosen. Examples of such descriptions can be found in the Appendix.Since liveliness is such an important requirement of the dyd system, it is essential that alarge variety of texts can be produced expressing a given piece of information. Presentationsare generated on the basis of database information by making use of syntactic templates:structured sentences containing open slots for which expressions can be substituted. Thesetemplates indicate how the information provided by a database object can be expressedin natural language. The required variety is achieved by having many di�erent templatesfor the same information and by having a exible mechanism for combining the generatedsentences into texts. Information that does not �t in the uniform database format is calledgossip, and is represented by object-speci�c templates expressing this information.One condition that a template must ful�ll if it is to be used at a certain point of the monologueis that there is enough information in the database to �ll its slots. However, there are otherrequirements and these have to do with the linguistic context of the template. Some of theseconcern one speci�c way in which the gaps in the template are �lled, while others have todo with the template itself. An example of the �rst kind occurs when the appropriatenessof a pronoun depends on whether the preceding sentence contains a suitable antecedent forit. An example of the latter kind occurs when it is required that a template deals with thesame topic as the other sentences in the paragraph.We have seen that the linguistic context of an utterance consists of all the utterances thatprecede it, up to and including the utterance itself. The preceding utterances can occurin the same monologue, or at an earlier phase of the interaction between system and user.Modeling the context of an utterance requires �nding a level of representation that is bothrich and explicit enough to allow a system of rules to exploit the information in it in sucha way that contextually appropriate utterances can be generated. Thus, context modelingcomprises (1) setting up a data structure and �lling it with information, and (2) formulatingrules that exploit this data structure. The data structure will be called the Context Model.It might be thought that Context Models of the kind we require are already available,4



given that the formal modeling of linguistic discourse has taken up so much of the workin linguistics of the last 15 years. It is true that the so-called Discourse RepresentationStructures (drss) of Discourse Representation Theory (drt), for example, represent thecontextual information that is relevant for the interpretation or generation of anaphoric (e.g.,pronominal) material in a discourse (Kamp and Reyle 1993). But, these structures containboth less and more than what is required for generation. For example, as will become clearlater, context models for generation have to contain, for a given sentence, a representation ofits subject matter (its `topic', see section 3.2), of the templates used in it, and of the degreeof explicitness with which the sentence provides certain bits of information. Conversely,conventional drss (e.g., (Kamp and Reyle 1993)) contain plenty of semantic informationthat is not immediately relevant for current (i.e., generative) purposes. For these reasons,dyd has not implemented drt or any other existing theory of linguistic context. Instead, wehave created a data structure containing all and only the information that is needed for thepurposes of generation. Four data structures are distinguished containing four di�erent kindsof information extracted from all preceding dialogues and monologues, which are respectivelycalled Knowledge state, Topic state, Context state, and Dialogue state. These structureswill be motivated and discussed in the following section.Figure 1 shows an overview of the architecture of the dyd system. The module calledGeneration generates syntax trees on the basis of the database and a collection of templates,and it maintains the context model. Prosody uses the Context Model to transform a syntaxtree into a sequence of annotated words, where the annotations specify accents and pauses.Speech transforms a sequence of annotated words into a speech signal.HHHjtemplates���*database Generation6 6?context model Prosody- - Speech
Figure 1: System Architecture: Generation generates syntax trees on the basis of the database and acollection of templates, and it maintains the Context Model. Prosody operates on syntax trees and theContext Model to produce a sequence of annotated words.Most of the dyd software is written in the programming languages C and C++, but thelanguage generator is written in a Philips-internal high level programming language calledElegant, which compiles into C (Augusteijn 1990). The application runs on a SUN SPARC-10 and makes use of a software-controllable CD jukebox to select and play music fragments.Text generation in the dyd system is usually instantaneous, and speech output is continuous.We believe that scaling up the system will be possible without any real e�ciency problems.
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3 Context in discourse generationIn this section we will describe how coherent monologues are generated in dyd.Every system that generates texts has to contain rules to constrain the ways in which well-formed sentences can be combined into well-formed texts. Such systems may, for example,use a discourse grammar to specify, in the fashion of a sentence grammar, which successionsof sentences are well-formed. (One example of a grammar of this kind is Rhetorical Struc-ture Theory, (Mann 1987).) Alternatively, or in combination with a grammar, NLG systemsoften use a planning module, to guide the choice of referring expressions, the aggregationof information, and so on. Dyd, by contrast, does not make use of a discourse grammar,nor does it contain a separate planning module. Instead, it uses (if we disregard, for thismoment, a number of conditions that prevent the generation from sentences that deal withthe wrong subject matter, cf. sections 3.2. and 3.3) a generate-and-test strategy in whichthe testing part contains elements of both discourse grammar and planning. For example,if, at a given point of the discourse, a sentence is generated that contains an uninterpretablepronoun, then this would-be continuation of the discourse is refuted, and another sentence isattempted. This global set-up was chosen because it guarantees a highly varied output: Eveninitial versions of the system contained a great variety of sentence and discourse structures.Of course, some of the structures generated are awed, but the errors point the way to newconditions (i.e., stricter tests), and this has proved to be an important heuristic advantageof the `generate-and-test' method.Section 3.1 introduces syntactic templates and describes how the basic ingredients of mono-logues, i.e. individual sentences, can be generated from templates in the dyd system. Sec-tion 3.2 describes how templates `string together', so to speak, to form coherent monologues.Section 3.3 describes the role of the Context Model in determining whether the conditionsthat a template must satisfy in order to be applicable hold. Section 3.4 speci�es the role ofthe Context Model with regard to the discourse-syntactic and -semantic conditions whichcandidate sentences generated from a template must satisfy. Before we go on, however, wewill �rst give a brief overview of the four submodels adopted in the actual implementation.The four submodels are: the Knowledge state, the Topic state, the Context state, and theDialogue state. The Knowledge state keeps track of what information has been conveyed,and when. The Topic state keeps track of which topics have already been dealt with andwhich are still to be dealt with. The Context state (one part of the Context Model) keepstrack of (i) the objects introduced in the text and their location, and (ii) the linguistic meansused in the preceding text. Finally, the Dialogue state keeps track of which recordings wereselected before, what the current recording is, and what kind of monologue should be gen-erated. All of this will be discussed in more detail below.For ease of reference we have put these submodels in table 1. The table makes an e�ort tocluster elements of the Context Model that belong together, but a certain arbitrariness isunavoidable. Not all elements occurring in the table will be clear at this point, but theirrole will be made clear in the rest of the text.
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Submodel ContainsKnowledge state what, when, how toldTopic state todotopics, donetopics, attemptedtopics, current topicContext state D-model, templates/words used, recently used concepts, loca-tion, alwaysgivenDialogue state recording (part) selected; history of previous selections,whattotellTable 1: Parts of the Context Model and the information they contain.3.1 Syntactic TemplatesThe basic ingredients for discourses are sentences. So there must be a mechanism to generatesentences. Sentences are generated from syntactic templates, i.e., syntactic trees containingvariable parts. The variable parts of a template can be �lled in by other syntactic trees,which themselves are recursively generated from syntactic templates, and ultimately fromsyntactic templates without variable parts. A simpli�ed example template is given in �g-ure 2. The system currently contains approximately 30 templates for full sentences andapproximately 60 templates for �lling variable parts. In many cases, the latter contain vari-able parts themselves as well.Of course, sentence generation by means of surface syntactic templates has its limitations.However, surface syntactic templates could be replaced by more abstract syntactic represent-ations (e.g. syntactic derivation trees (cf. (Rosetta 1994)) or even semantic representations.A sentence generator of the kind used in rosetta (Rosetta 1994) or in penman (PenmanNatural Language Group 1989) would then have to be used to generate the actual surfacestrings. We emphasize that syntactic templates di�er from what are called `templates' incertain other approaches to natural-language generation (see e.g. (Uszkoreit (ed.) 1996)) inthat syntactic templates are usually restricted to a single sentence, and are associated witha syntactic structure; they thus di�er from templates which �x a larger piece of text andallow variability only sparsely, and from schemas (McKeown 1985), which are more abstractdescriptions of the structure of a paragraph.In the template of �gure 2 a simpli�ed syntactic structure is represented, and some variableparts are indicated. For convenience, we will not specify the syntactic structure of a templateany further. Variable parts in a template will be represented between angled brackets. Ifwe also have templates of the form K. <number>,3 Mozart, in <month> and expressionsfor dates and numbers, it is possible to generate a sentence such as K. 32 was written byMozart in March 1772. In this way it is possible to generate individual sentences. We willintroduce further properties of templates relevant for generating coherent discourses below,where appropriate.3Each composition by Mozart has been assigned a unique number, called its K�ochel-Verzeichnis, abbre-viated in English to K. plus a number. 7



ip���� HHHH<composition> ib���� HHHHi0was=were vp��� HHHvp���� HHHHv0written pp��� HHHby <composer><date>
Figure 2: Template for a sentence such as "K. 32 was written by Mozart in March 1772". Composition,composer, date are the variables of the template. Was=were indicates that a choice must be made, dependingon the subject. The labels vp, v0 and pp stand for verb phrase, verb and prepositional phrase, resp. It isassumed that sentences (ip) are headed by an abstract inection node (i0), which can contain auxiliary verbsand shows the normal projections in accordance with X-bar Theory, projecting i=ib and i=ip.3.2 Generating discoursesGranted that sentences are available, how are coherent monologues generated? First, it hasto be determined how the relevant information is to be presented. Various options are opento the user, from long monologues to no monologues (music only) and several intermediateoptions. These options correspond to di�erent �llings of a variable called whattotell ofthe Dialogue state. This variable contains the entities, relations and attributes of the data-base which must be conveyed by the monologue generated. Second, it has to be determinedabout which composition or recording information is to be presented.This is represented bya speci�cation of the selected recording and the selected recording part in variables of theDialogue state called comp and part, respectively. Once this has been done, the languagegeneration module is in a position to start generating the monologue.An important characteristic of the language generation module in dyd is that the order ofsentences and paragraphs is left free: it is not predetermined in the form of a grammar orschema or in any other manner. One could say that there is no explicit text grammar. (See(Odijk 1995a) for a description of this generation method from a di�erent point of view.)Instead, each template, so to speak, `checks' at any moment whether it is applicable, so thatit can generate a sentence and have that sentence form part of the text generated. Whethera template `succeeds' in doing so, depends on a number of properties associated with it, andon the current context.Imagine that the language-generation module is somewhere in the middle of the process ofgenerating a coherent text: Some sentences have been generated before, and some will begenerated afterwards. At the same time, a partial context has been constructed and can beaccessed in generating the current sentence. 8



In order to guarantee that the information conveyed is presented in natural groupings, aset of possible topics has been de�ned. Examples of such topics are tells-about-composition,tells-about-recording, tells-about-performers, etc.; their intended meaning is presumably clearfrom their names. The �rst thing the language module does is the following. It copies thevalue of the set of possible topics to a variable of the Topic state called todotopics. Next,it selects and removes an arbitrary topic from this set and makes it the currenttopic. Inaddition, the Context state variables attemptedtopics and donetopics are initializedto the empty set.Each template continuously `checks' whether it can be applied, so that it can generate asentence which �ts in with the current context. What happens if not a single templatecan generate a sentence in the current context? There are two possible situations. Eithernot a single template was able to generate a sentence for the current topic earlier, or sometemplates were able to do so earlier but have changed the context in such a manner that nofurther templates are applicable. In the �rst case the current topic is added to the variableattemptedtopics, a new current topic is selected and removed from the variable todo-topics, and each template attempts to generate sentences again in the now updated context.In this situation the system has attempted to tell about the relevant topic `too early', andit will try again later. In the second case the system has already conveyed the informationconcerning this topic and should start to convey information concerning a new topic. There-fore, a paragraph boundary is appended to the current monologue, and the Topic state isupdated: the current topic is added to the variable donetopics, the set attemptedtopicsis added to the todotopics, a new currenttopic is selected and removed from the latterset, and each template starts checking again whether it can be applied in the now modi�edTopic state. Thus each paragraph of the monologue generated is associated with one topic,and the information is presented in a natural grouping. Information which logically belongstogether is presented together and not scattered throughout the text. The process describedcontinues until the set todotopics is empty, after which the generation system stops.What conditions must be satis�ed for a template to be applicable and able to get a sentencegenerated from it incorporated into the monologue? There are two types of conditions. A�rst set of conditions determines whether the template can be used at all in the currentcontext. We will formulate these requirements in section 3.3.A second set of requirements has to do with the sentences generated by the template. Eachtemplate generates a set of candidate sentences. If the template is to lead to a sentenceappropriate in the given context, at least one of these candidate sentences must satisfyconditions with regard to (1) sentence-internal syntactic and semantic conditions on theuse of referential and quanti�cational expressions, and (2) formal discourse-syntactic anddiscourse-semantic conditions on the proper use of referential and quanti�cational expres-sions. In evaluating the sentence-internal conditions context plays no role, so that we willleave these conditions undiscussed here. The discourse-syntactic and -semantic conditions,however, make essential use of a special part of the Context state and will be discussed insection 3.4.
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3.3 When is a template applicable?The conditions described in this section apply to the template and are checked before asingle sentence is generated on the basis of the template.The �rst requirement that a template must satisfy to be applicable is that it express theappropriate information, i.e. information which is contained in the Dialogue state variablewhattotell, which gets its value when the user expresses, during the dialogue, how elab-orate he or she likes the monologues to be. To get a grip on what information a sentencesexpresses, none of the usual formal semantic representations are used. Instead, each tem-plate is simply associated with a variable called tellsabout which speci�es which entitiesand attributes from the database the template expresses.4 The relevant condition can beformulated simply as tellsabout � whattotell. This condition is essential to give theuser control over what information the system will convey.The second requirement that a template must satisfy in order to be applicable is that theinformation which it presents as `new' information5 has not been conveyed earlier in the text.This is to make sure that the system does not keep on repeating the same information overand over again. However, it is not possible to say that information which has been presentedpreviously by the system should not be conveyed again. In fact, without this possibility itis not possible to obtain a coherent text at all. To appreciate, at an intuitive level, what ismeant by presenting information as `new' information, compare the following two examples:(1) a The following composition is K. 32, Galimathias Musicumb Mozart wrote this composition when he was only ten years oldc When Mozart was only ten years old, he wrote this compositionThe discourse consisting of sentence (1a) followed by sentence (1b) is perfectly coherent andnatural. That consisting of sentence (1a) followed by (1c), however, is not. But sentences(1b) and (1c) convey the same information, so the di�erence between the two discoursesmust be caused by some other factor. In the (b) sentence the information about the age atwhich Mozart wrote the relevant composition is presented as `new' information. In sentence(c), however, the fact that Mozart wrote this composition is presented as `new' information,but this is not appropriate in the current context. This di�erence is explicitly representedin the templates for (b) and (c).To enable the requirement described above to be satis�ed, various mechanisms have beenadded to the Context Model. One of the mechanisms which plays a role here will be dis-cussed in section 3.4. A second mechanism, the Knowledge state, records for each attribute,relation and entity from the database (1) whether it has already or not yet been conveyed,(2) when it was conveyed, and (3) how it was conveyed.The speci�cation of whether some piece of information has already been conveyed is essential4Given an interpretation of what these entities and attributes are, the information in whattotell,together with information about the referents of the �llers of the gaps in the template (see section 3.4), thetruth conditions of a sentence generated on the basis of the template are, of course, easily determined.5`New' has been put between quotes since this notion is only to be made precise in section 4.10



to guarantee that the system will not keep repeating the information and, if it is repeated,to guarantee that it is not presented as `new' information .The speci�cation of when some piece of information has been conveyed is measured in ourapplication in terms of a quadruple <presentation, text, paragraph, sentence>, indicatingin which sentence of which paragraph of which text of which presentation the relevant in-formation was conveyed. Below we will see that even the position within the sentence isrecorded since this can be important in certain cases. For the moment, however, it is espe-cially important that the Knowledge state records in which presentation a certain piece ofinformation has been conveyed. This is important because the user can browse freely andend up selecting the same recording part, or a di�erent part of the same recording as inone of the preceding presentations. The system takes this into account by keeping track ofwhich recordings and which information about them have been presented, and when this hashappened. The monologue adapts itself in various di�erent ways to the state of the context.We will give some examples. If the recording selected was selected very recently before , themonologue will point this out, and not repeat all the information. If the recording selectedwas selected earlier, but not so recently, the monologue will point out that the recordingwas selected earlier and give a short summary of the major properties of the recording. It isuseful to keep track of previous selections and the information conveyed about them in theContext Model even if the current selection was not selected earlier. In this situation thesystem can compare the current selection with the previous selections and the monologuecan point out signi�cant di�erences and/or similarities between the current selection andthe previous ones.The speci�cation of how a particular piece of information has been conveyed distinguishestwo cases: the information was presented explicitly or implicitly. To illustrate what is meantby this distinction we can cite the example of expressing dates. If the date of a certainevent is known exactly (e.g. 10/8/1767), it can be expressed explicitly, for example with theexpression the tenth of August 1767. But there are still other ways of expressing it more im-plicitly. Two subcases can be distinguished here. First, a date can be stated very precisely,but in such a way that its exact extension can be determined only if the user has su�cientrelevant knowledge, e.g. by an expression such as when Mozart was only twelve years old or(for another date) two days before his 35th birthday, etc. The information about Mozart'sage is not directly represented in the database, but must be computed on the basis of hisbirth date and the date to be expressed, which are available in the database. Second, thedate can be expressed in a less precise manner, e.g. in the early seventies for 6/4/1972, etc.In the current application it is often preferable to express dates and other detailed informa-tion either in incomplete detail or indirectly. The language-generation module can generatesuch expressions, and, since the database contains a list of templates conveying events fromMozart's biography, it can also relate concrete dates to such templates and express an eventfrom Mozart's biography, e.g. when the Mozart family visited the Netherlands instead. Inall these examples the relevant date is given only implicitly and this fact should be recordedin the Knowledge state: if this is recorded, it is possible to present the exact date as `new'information if the user happens to be interested in it, or if this is necessary in order to makeappropriate comparisons with recordings presented later. The context must therefore beextended by adding the history of recordings presented, and a speci�cation of what inform-11



ation has been conveyed, when it has been conveyed, and how it has been conveyed.We now turn to the third requirement that a template must satisfy, which concerns topics.Each template is associated with one or more topics. The currenttopic from the Topicstate must be one of the topics associated with the template, otherwise the template can-not be used in the current context. This is a necessary ingredient of the system since itguarantees that information which logically belongs together is presented together and notscattered throughout the text.The fourth requirement a template has to satisfy is that it is stylistically appropriate. Thisaspect has not yet been fully implemented in the system. What we mean by it is that itshould be ensured that the same construction or the same words are not used too oftentoo close together. If a template satis�es all other requirements mentioned above but hasbeen used very recently or contains lexical items which have been used very recently, thesystem should not use this template if there are alternative templates which can be used toexpress the same information. We do not have any experience with such a mechanism andmany questions are still open (e.g. when are two templates `too close together', what does`too often' mean), but such a mechanism is necessary in some form and it requires that theContext state keeps track of which templates and lexical items have been used before andwhen they have been used.In this section we have discussed four conditions that templates must satisfy to be ap-plicable:(1) The template must present the information to be conveyed,(2) Only new information must be presented as new information,(3) The template must express the right topic, and(4) The template must be stylistically appropriate.In the next section we will discuss various conditions which the sentences generated fromtemplates must meet.3.4 Discourse-syntactic and -semantic conditions on sentencesIf a template satis�es all the requirements described above, it can be used in the current con-text to generate sentences. If more than one template satis�es all the requirements describedabove, one is arbitrarily selected. In the dyd system the selected template �rst generatesa set of candidate sentences. These candidate sentences are alternative ways of express-ing the same information but their appropriateness depends on whether the referential andquanti�cational expressions used in the candidate sentence are compatible with the currentContext state. The information in the context that is particularly relevant here has beenrepresented in a separate part of the Context state and is called the D-model (for discoursemodel). Special conditions have been formulated which check whether a candidate sentencecan be used given the current state of the D-model. If more than one candidate sentencesatis�es all the conditions, one is chosen randomly to be actually used in the monologuebeing generated.We will �rst give an illustration of some of the conditions we have in mind, and then we12



will describe in more detail how a D-model is constructed and what kind of information theD-model contains.Many entities in the dyd domain (e.g. persons, compositions) are associated with a propername, and they can be referred to by using this proper name. It is inappropriate to use twodi�erent proper names when referring to the same object, unless it can be presupposed thatthese two di�erent names are known to refer to the same object. This can be illustrated withthe following example. In the (mini-)discourse (2a) one may get the impression that EineKleine Nachtmusik and K. 525 refer to two di�erent objects. The discourse (2b), however,sounds completely natural.(2) a ?You are now going to listen to K. 525. Eine kleine Nachtmusik is a sonata.b You are now going to listen to K. 525. This composition, which is also known as`Eine kleine Nachtmusik', is a sonataIn example (2b), the phrase Eine kleine Nachtmusik either does not refer at all, since it isused predicatively, or it refers to the title of K. 525, not to the composition K. 525. Therefore,this example does not violate the condition mentioned above.Use of the same proper name over and over again can be avoided in various ways, e.g. by usingpronouns such as he, it, they instead. But pronouns are also subject to various conditionsrelating to the context. For instance, they must have an antecedent in the current sentenceor in the preceding discourse and the antecedent must not be `too far away'. In the followingexample, discourse (3a) is ill-formed, since the pronoun does not have an antecedent in thepreceding discourse. Discourse (3b), however, is perfect. Both the proper name and thepronoun are used appropriately:(3) a *You are now going to listen to it. Eine Kleine Nachtmusik is a sonata.b You are now going to listen to Eine Kleine nachtmusik. It is a sonata.Various other expressions can be used to �ll the gap in a template, each appropriate underspeci�c conditions and imposing its own requirements on the context. Apart from propernames and pronouns, there are de�nite descriptions (basically, but somewhat simpli�ed,NPs introduced by the de�nite article the, e.g., the sonata, the composer), demonstrativedescriptions (NPs introduced by this, these, that, those, e.g this composition), inde�nite de-scriptions (NPs introduced by the article a, e.g., a sonata), quanti�cational expressions, e.g.universally quantifying expressions (e.g. each part, all compositions), and probably manyothers. Universally quantifying expressions can arise through aggregation. Consider the fol-lowing example. Certain recordings consist of a large number of parts (e.g. 12) which areall of the same kind (e.g., they are all German dances). It would be very unnatural if themonologue were to describe this by stating the kind for each individual part separately: the�rst part is a German dance. The second part is (also) a german dance....The twelfth partis also a German dance. Instead, it would be much more natural to say: Each part is aGerman dance. But the universally quantifying expression each part occurs in this sentence,and there are special discourse conditions applying to universally quantifying expressions.As was explained in the Introduction, our starting point for the D-models were the discourse13



representation structures (drss) from Kamp's Discourse Representation Theory (drt), butthere are many di�erences between D-models in the dyd system and drss. For example,discourse-syntactic aspects play hardly any role in drss. A well-known example of adiscourse-syntactic phenomenon relates to grammatical gender, which exerts its inuenceacross sentences and cannot be reduced to existing semantic categories. (Odijk 1995b)argues that many other purely syntactic properties can also exert their inuence across sen-tential boundaries, e.g. whether a sentence is headed by an in�nitive, a participle or a �niteverb, whether an in�nitive is accompanied by to or not, whether a sentence is introducedby an overt complementizer or not, etc. For this reason, the D-model consists of both asyntactic part and of a semantic part. The syntactic part contains the syntactic informationof expressions which is relevant for discourse syntactic conditions.In addition, there was no need in the speci�c application to compute a full semantic rep-resentation, as is done in drss. The D-model therefore does not contain a full semanticrepresentation of the preceding discourse but only a semantic representation of certain partsof it, and only to the extent that these are necessary to enable the system to deal adequatelywith the various referential and quanti�cational expressions.Furthermore, the way drss are constructed is extremely complex. Here is an example: in asentence such as (4a), �rst a part of the main clause must be processed (the part containingK. 32), then the subordinate clause, and �nally the rest of the main clause. In (4b), however,a di�erent part of the main clause must be processed �rst (a part containing Mozart), thenthe subordinate clause, and then the remaining part of the main clause. It is also easy toconstruct di�erent sentences which must be processed in still other orders.(4) a Since Mozart wrote it at a very early age, K. 32 made him instantly famous all overEuropeb Since he wrote K. 32 at a very early age, it made Mozart instantly famous all overEuropeThe only way to do so is to make the procedure highly non-deterministic. Incorrect pathswill be eliminated automatically. Non-determinacy is no problem from a purely theoreticalpoint of view, but in a practical application more e�cient deterministic procedures wouldbe preferable wherever possible. Finally, allowing such nondeterminism does not work forcertain de�nite descriptions without additional constraints (see (Odijk 1996)).Another reason why the construction of drss is so complex is that drt also attempts toaccount for various sentence-internal syntactic conditions on the use of various expressionsin the algorithm for constructing DRSs. In dyd, we kept these sentence-internal condi-tions separated, and implemented a (currently simpli�ed) version of the Binding Theory(see (Chomsky 1981), (Chomsky 1986) and, for a variant in the HPSG framework, (Pollardand Sag 1994)), which applies before the construction of the D-model. We think that acombination of Binding Theory (for sentence-internal syntactic conditions) with discourseconditions on referential expressions is to be preferred to an approach where both are dealtwith by a single mechanism. (See also (Asher and Wada 1988) for some relevant discussion.)D-models are constructed in a completely deterministic manner. The order in which the14



various elements are added to the D-model is �xed in a particular way but can be chosenarbitrarily. This is possible because the relevant conditions are checked only after the cur-rent D-model is extended to include the relevant information from the current sentence, i.e.,a candidate D-model is constructed �rst, after which well-formedness conditions applyingto D-models check whether the D-model is well-formed. If not, the corresponding sentencecannot be used in the current context and a di�erent candidate sentence must be checked forits appropriateness in the current context. This does require the type of the phrase (de�nitedescription, pronoun, proper name, etc. See the list above) to be encoded in the D-model.The D-model contains syntactic information for each referential or quanti�cational expres-sion such as grammatical gender, grammatical person, grammatical number, the type of thephrase, and the position of the phrase in the sentence. Also, the position of the sentence inwhich the relevant expression occurs is stored with each phrase. This position is obtainedfrom a Context state variable location, which keeps track of which sentence of which para-graph of which text of which presentation the system is in.The D-model also contains semantic information for each phrase to the extent that this isnecessary in order to guarantee the proper use of referring and quanti�cational expressions.Examples of semantic information are the natural gender of a phrase, a semantic repres-entation of a phrase (especially necessary for de�nite and demonstrative expressions), anda semantic sorting of a phrase. The latter is required since there are restrictions applyingto anaphoric expressions and their antecedents which can be formulated in terms of `degreeof speci�city'. The degree of speci�city of an expression is determined by the place of itsassociated sort in a sort hierarchy.Various conditions as to the proper use of the various types of expressions can now beformulated as well-formedness conditions on D-models. One such condition states that apronoun requires an antecedent which must occur in the same sentence or in the immedi-ately preceding sentence (Pinkal 1986:370). This condition can be expressed by making useof the information in the D-model about the positions of the sentences in which a candid-ate antecedent and the pronoun occur. Initial versions of conditions of this kind have beenformulated in the current system. Future versions are foreseen to pro�t from some insightsstemming from Centering Theory (e.g. (Grosz et al. 1995)).64 Context in the generation of prosodic structureIn practical applications involving the generation of spoken language, the quality of thespeech output can be an important variable determining the success of the product, andthis quality, in turn, depends in large part on the `melodic' (i.e., nonsegmental) properties6Adding centering rules to dyd seems feasible. For example, the `backward-looking center' (Cb) of asentence (i.e., roughly, its main anaphoric element) can be determined apart from context (e.g., by identifyingit with the grammatical subject of the sentence (Gordon et al. 1993)). Consequently, the Cb can easily beencoded in the templates. A similar observation holds for the `forward-looking centers' (Cf) of a sentence(i.e., the entities that are made available for further reference by the sentence), which can be simply read o�the D-model. Presumably, the ranking (i.e., the prominence order) of the di�erent elements of the Cf canbe determined on the basis of the surface order of the words, plus the syntactic information in the template.15



of the speech produced. For example, if the pitch height of an utterance is constant ordeclines only gradually, then the utterance is perceived as monotonous, boring, and di�cultto understand. Of course, if large speech fragments are stored in their entirety, the problemof melodic quality can be �nessed, but this is impossible in any system that requires spokenoutput of great variety, as is the case with the dyd system. But, generating speech with highmelodic quality is still very di�cult, no matter whether the utterances are generated fromtype-written text (as in `text-to-speech' systems) or from semantic representations of somesort (as in `concept-to-speech' systems). The key to this problem lies in determining the ab-stract, `prosodic' structure of the utterances generated, which determines the linguisticallyrelevant aspects of phrasing and accenting, abstracting away from details of acoustic real-ization. Commercially available speech-synthesis systems such as dectalk cannot confergood prosodic structure on unannotated strings of words because of the problems involved inparsing and understanding such strings. On the other hand, these systems do typically allowstrings to be annotated with indications for accents, prosodic boundaries (e.g., pauses), andthe like. In other words, the generation of synthetic speech of high prosodic quality requiresthe texts generated to be enriched with linguistic information of the kind necessary to derivethe required annotations. Such `embedding' systems are now beginning to emerge and dydis an example of this trend.7 The present discussion focuses on accenting, since this is theaspect of prosody in which context plays by far the most prominent role.It is probably fair to say that most speech-generation systems count on generating a pleth-ora of accents. Speaking very roughly, they accent all content words except those whoseroots are identical to the root of a word that has recently occurred (Hirschberg 1990). It isimportant to note, in the setting of the present paper, that even this simple approach makesa very essential use of the linguistic context of a word, modeled as a list of word roots.Not only is this strategy easy to implement but it also reects a degree of experimentalwisdom. For example, Terken and Nooteboom found that additional accents will seldomcause an utterance to become unacceptable (Terken and Nooteboom 1987). In other words,the lack of an accent carries more information than the presence of one, so generating amultitude of accents minimizes the risk of outright errors. On the other hand, this `overkill'strategy is also thought to lead to monotonic speech (e.g., (Hirschberg 1990)). Moreover, anunmotivated accent can change meaning. For example, in(5) a The composer of this piece was a creative person.b �Haydn was very old though.(6) a The composer of this piece was a creative person.b +Haydn was very old though.adding an accent to Haydn also changes the (b) utterance from one about the composer ofthis piece to one about some other individual.8 For these two reasons, we have opted for a7Another example is the Synphonics system which is currently being developed at Hamburg University.Like dyd, Synphonics seeks to avoid the generation of unnecessary accents (see below), but Synphonics doesnot employ a deaccenting mechanism of the kind used in dyd (Abb et al. 1996).8In example sentences, a +=� marking preceding a word denotes the presence/absence of an accent onthat word. The absence of a +=� mark on a word leaves it unspeci�ed whether the word is accented or not.16



strategy that di�ers sharply from the one just sketched. What we do is try to generate alland only those accents that are necessary, given the context and the intended interpretationof the utterance. The approach adopted to attain this goal starts from the proposals in (vanDeemter 1994b), which, in turn, are an extension of the proposals in (Dirksen 1992).What we will try to do in the present section is to sketch the just-indicated approach toaccenting and show that the approach to language generation described in section 3 lendsitself very well to the implementation of the proposals of (van Deemter 1994b) (see section4.1). In particular, the Context Model that proved to be so central for the generation forcoherent monologues will also prove to be central to the attribution of accents. The resultingsystem combines properties of concept-to-speech generation and phonetics-to-speech gener-ation. On the one hand, the generation module always has a semantic representation of thefacts expressed by a certain sentence. This resembles the situation in a concept-to-speechsystem and it allows generation to take semantic factors into account. On the other hand,each sentence is generated from a syntactic template, and this template may be enriched withseveral prosodic markers. This is similar to the situation in a phonetics-to-speech system,and it allows certain accents as well as phrase boundaries to be coded by hand. Moreover, thetemplates can be designed so as to contain whatever syntactic information may be neededby the prosodic module. For these reasons the dyd project and its approach to generationmake dyd a suitable carrier for the implementation and testing of prosodic theories.The following section will outline a theory of accenting and subsequent sections will showhow this theory has been implemented in the dyd system.4.1 A simple model of accentingThe problem of accenting as viewed in the dyd project is to make sure that accents arelocated `at the right places' in the monologues generated and that they are acousticallyrealized in appropriate ways. Following the IPO school of intonation ('t Hart et al. 1990),we have assumed that the problem of accent realization belongs to the domain of the Speechmodule. The Prosody module makes no distinction between di�erent kinds of accents (as isdone, for example, in the Pierrehumbert school of intonation (Pierrehumbert and Hirschberg1990)) and tells the Speech module where the accents are to be located rather than how theyare to be realized in sound. The issue of how accents are realized is very briey discussed insection 4.2. The rest of this section deals with the problem of accent location.The `right places' at which accents should be located are understood to be those in whichaccents would appear if the monologues occurred spontaneously. Note, however, that thiscould make accent location an incompletely de�ned problem since it has often been claimedthat a monologue can typically be accented in more than one way (Terken and Nooteboom1987). There are two ways of looking at this situation. One is to go along with the receivedview and introduce an element of nondeterminism. Our own perspective is a di�erent one, inwhich we try to minimize nondeterminism. Thus, our working assumption will be that theremust always be a reason why accents occur (or do not occur), and that a speech synthesissystem improves as it gets a better grip on more and more of these `reasons'.17



The �rst step towards eliminating nondeterminism is to add meaning as a parameter andto require accents to be located at `the right places' given the intended meaning of themonologue. Thus, both (5)(b) and (6)(b) are acceptable, but if Haydn and The composerof this piece are intended to be di�erent individuals, then only (5)(b) is correct. What thismeans is that the context modeling required for accenting can no longer be a mere list ofwords and that it must contain information about the things these words refer to, i.e. withtheir semantics.However, it seems unlikely that this move alone can eliminate all nondeterminism. Assume,for example, that Haydn and The composer of this piece designate the same person (i.e.,they corefer), while Haydn is also contrasted with some other person, namely Mozart:(7) a The composer of this piece was a creative person.b +Haydn was very old, but +Mozart was not.(Note that this makes (7) ambiguous between a situation in which Haydn and the composerof this piece are the same person and one in which they are not.) This example shows thatother factors than just novelty of information must be taken into account as accent triggers.Generalizing this idea, we arrive at a model of accenting in which various factors (noveltyof information, contrast, etc.) can `write' a marking on a `blackboard' that will cause anaccent to show up somewhere in the text. (The precise location of each accent is determinedby considerations which will be discussed below.) In accordance with this hypothesis, dyddoes not produce any accents other than those necessitated by one of the factors that writeon the blackboard.The remainder of this section will be devoted to an explanation of the notions of givennessand novelty of information, since it is vital to de�ne rigorously what these amount to. Abrief discussion of how other accent-triggering factors, such as contrast, are treated, will bepostponed until section 4.2.A proposal for de�nitions of givenness and newness was put forward in (van Deemter 1994b).The key concept in this proposal is that of identity anaphora, which stems from (van Deemter1992). The idea is the following. Much of what is said in a discourse can be interpreted intwo ways, namely as true of the entire domain of discourse or as true of some contextuallydetermined subdomain. This is also true for the information contained in a noun phrase.For example, consider(8) a The children were upstairs.b The girls were having fun.Here the descriptive information contained in the noun phrase The girls (which says, of acertain set, that it contains all the girls that exist in a certain domain) may be true relativeto the entire domain of discourse, but it may also be true relative to the domain that consistsof just the earlier-mentioned children. In the latter case, it says that the set contains all thegirls who are also elements of this set of children, and the predicate were having fun in (8)asserts that all of these (i.e., the elements of Girls \ Children) were having fun.18



With regard to this second, contextual interpretation, two possibilities are distinguished:either all the children happen to be girls or some of them are boys. In the �rst case, wespeak of identity anaphora, since the noun phrase the girls refers to an already familiar setof individuals. In the second case, where a subset of the set of children is carved out, wespeak of subsectional anaphora. Both types of anaphora can be applied to a wide range ofexpressions, including both de�nite (pronominal or other) and inde�nite noun phrases. Itwas hypothesized that the same ideas apply to VPs and other major phrases but this wasnot worked out in detail.Later work has proposed to make use of this idea for the prediction of accents in discourse(van Deemter 1994b). The proposal boils down to the following:
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Informational givenness of NPs. If an NP can be construed as standing in arelation of identity anaphora to another NP, then it constitutes given information.If not, it constitutes new information.One NP `can be construed as' standing in a relation of identity anaphora to another ifanalyzing it as identity-anaphoric to this particular antecedent leads to the intended inter-pretation. If an NP can be construed as having identity anaphora to another NP, it will becalled `object-given'. NPs that constitute new information have to be accented, while NPsconstituting given information may or may not be accented. To illustrate this let us assumethat (9) is the �rst sentence of a text, so that initially everything is new information.(9) a +Haydn was a funny character.b �Haydn was really creative though.Observe that, on a traditional analysis, (9) does not contain any anaphors. Yet, the ruleimplies that the second occurrence of Haydn must be deacccented, since it can be construedas an identity anaphor. Analyzing it as an identity anaphor means that the (second) NPHaydn picks out all those individuals in the singleton fHaydng that are identical to theintended referent of the second occurrence of Haydn, which is another way of saying that thetwo occurrences of Haydn corefer. If the two do not corefer, the theory predicts that bothoccurrences are accented. Similarly, the theory predicts that pronouns are never accentedfor `novelty of information' reasons, except when the descriptive information in the pronounis used to act as a subsectional anaphor.9 For speci�cs and formal mechanism the reader isreferred to (van Deemter 1992) and (van Deemter 1994b). In section 4.2 we shall see thatthe theory just outlined was simpli�ed considerably in the implementation of dyd.For now, let us assume that it is known of each major phrase whether it must be accented ornot. If a constituent is accented, Focus-Accent theory o�ers rules that determine what wordin the constituent the accent must `trickle down to'. For example, if the phrase the authorof a sonata is used to introduce a new individual into the discourse, it needs to be accented.Focus-Accent theory predicts that, normally, the accent will land on sonata. However, therecan be several reasons why accent is prevented from going to that part of the syntax tree,and these are covered by the so-called Default Accent Rule (Ladd 1980). In (van Deemter1994b) it was proposed that deaccenting of a word can take place for several reasons. Onereason is that the word is part of an NP that has identity anaphora to some other NP, as in(10), where it is assumed that this sonata refers to this piece of music:(10) Look at this piece of music. [The +composer of [this �sonata]] must have been afunny guy!Let us assume that the subject of the second sentence designates an individual who has notbeen mentioned in the monologue so far, and therefore contains new information. Since thissonata is identity anaphoric to some already established discourse entity, the Default Accent9For example, some speakers �nd the following sequence of sentences acceptable, but only if She isaccented: The married couple came out of the City Hall. +She looked gorgeous.20



Rule will move the accent to composer. Note that this happens even if the word sonataitself has not been mentioned before. The second reason for deaccenting occurs, roughly,when the word that would normally receive accent has occurred in the very recent past,or when a subsumed (i.e., extensionally included) word has done so. Note that this makesconcept-givenness a nonsymmetrical relation, since a word may now be deaccented becauseof a subsumed word, but not the other way round. For example, in (11), string instrumentscan be deaccented because of the extensionally included viola. In (11), however, viola cannotbe deaccented because of the subsuming (i.e., extensionally including) string instruments.(11) a Bach wrote many pieces for +viola; he must have loved �string �instruments.b Bach wrote many pieces for +string instruments; he must have loved the +viola.So much for the treatment of accents stemming from novelty of information. A more detailedexplanation, which will also contain a modest account of some other types of accents (e.g.,accents stemming from contrastivity of information) follows in section 4.2 in connection withthe dyd system.4.2 Implementation of the model for accentingIn the present section the implementation in dyd of the earlier-described model of accentingwill be discussed. The discussion will focus on considerations of givenness and novelty sincethese are most directly connected with the issue of context modeling. We will continue toconcentrate on prosodic structure but the section will conclude with a brief sketch of theSpeech module of dyd, which is responsible for the acoustic realization of prosodic struc-ture.As a starting point for dyd's Prosody module, we took Arthur Dirksen's implementationof Focus-Accent Theory ((Dirksen 1992)) and added semantic information to it. This im-plementation takes syntactic trees of a conventional kind as input and converts them tometrical trees, each of which is built up from binary and unary branching nodes whosenodes are marked as strong or weak. In English, the rightmost branch of a binary node isalmost invariably marked as strong, while the leftmost branch is marked as weak. The onlydaughter of a unary node is always strong.In our �rst implementation novelty of information was the only accent-triggering factor takeninto account. Initially, all major phrases are marked +F . Now, if a given node is marked+F , then it is also marked as accented, and so is each strong node that is the daughter of anode marked as accented. In principle, accent materializes on those leaves that are marked asaccented. However, there may be several obstacles preventing this from happening. Leavesmay end up unaccented in several circumstances, as we have seen in the previous section. Inparticular, a node may be marked �A (`accent is blocked') in any of the following cases:Accent blocking:(a) A major phrase is marked �A if it is object-given.(b) A major phrase is marked �A if it is always-given.(c) A leaf x is marked �A if it is concept-given.21



(d) A leaf is marked �A if it is marked as lexically un�t to carry an accent whichis due to novelty of information.Clauses (a)-(c) deal with three di�erent kinds of givenness, while (d) is a purely lexical a�air.All of these will be explained below.Object-givenness. (Clause a) We have seen in section 4.1 that an NP is object-given if itcan be construed as having identity anaphora to another NP. Complex as this might seem,the way in which marking for object-givenness is implemented in dyd can be simple, thanksto the fact that dyd's Context Model contains all the relevant information. For NP1 to beable to be construed as having identity anaphora to NP2, two conditions su�ce:1. NP1 and NP2 corefer.2. The structure of the monologue is such that NP1 can have NP2 as its ante-cedent.The information in (1) is contained in the D-model and there is a rule which determineswhether (2) holds given the information contained in the D-model.Always-givenness. (Clause b) Deaccenting should not only be triggered by the referentsof expressions that occur explicitly in the monologue. For example, objects can be indirectlyintroduced into the discourse model, as in(12) This suite was �rst performed in Prague. It is said that the audience was enthralledby the performance.where the performance is indirectly introduced into the context by the verb phrase was �rstperformed in Prague. Such di�cult cases are left for future research. Dyd does implementanother, simpler category of cases in which an object exists in the Context Model withoutbeing explicitly introduced. An example in the dyd domain is Mozart himself. By includ-ing this person in the context state, many distracting accents on the expressions Mozart,Wolfgang Amadeus, etc. are avoided. Thus, if the following sentence were to be uttered asthe �rst sentence of the �rst monologue, the word Mozart would not be accented:(13) Mozart composed the following composition when he stayed in Vienna.Concept-givenness. (Clause c) The crucial notion for concept-givenness is that of sub-sumption of a recent expression. The key concepts of recency and subsumption are imple-mented as follows. `Recent' is interpreted as `to the left of the subsuming expression' and`contained in the same or in the previous sentence'. The subsumption relation is implementedas follows:Subsumption: x subsumes y if(1) x = y;(2) x and y are listed as synonyms; or(3) hx; yi is an element of the transitive closure of the relation R.22



The relation R is stipulated by means of a list of pairs of words.10 For example,fhmozart; composeri; hcomposer;mani; hman; personig.The occurrence of a pair hx; yi in R implies that either the denotation of x is an elementof that of y (as in hmozart; composeri), or the denotation of x is a subset of that of y. Forexample, the pair hcomposer;mani indicates the fact that, in our database, all the composershappen to be men. In principle, this strategy is believed to give the desired results for wordsof all syntactic categories (for example, in the category of determiners, one could use suchpairs as hsome;manyi; hmany; alli, etc.), but the present implementation restricts itself topairs of nouns.Lexically un�t. (Clause d) Some words do not `like' accent. Examples include the articlesthe and a(n), as well as most prepositions (in, on, about) in most of their uses. By markingthem as lexically un�t to carry accent, we exclude the possibility that accents related tonovelty of information land on these words.11A �A marking causes the so-called Default Accent rule to be triggered, which transformsone metrical tree into another:10More precisely, the pairs consist of words that are disambiguated by subscripts. For example, the wordsecond has two versions, `second1' and `second2', one of which denotes a number and the other a unit of timemeasurement.11Note that accents related to other factors, such as contrast, can land on these words, which is why lexicalun�tness is not allowed to block accents related to those factors.
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Default Accent Rule: If a strong node n1 is marked �A, while its weak sistern2 is not, then the strong/weak labeling of the sisters is reversed: n1 is nowmarked weak and n2 is marked strong.The Default Accent Rule may cause accent to move to a word where syntactic factors alonewould never place it. To illustrate this, consider the following piece of discourse:(14) a You have selected K.32.b You will now hear K.32.In English it is usually the right daughter of a mother node that is strong. Thus the initialmetrical tree looks as in �gure 3. The Verb Phrase will now hear K.32 is marked +F andSyou will now hear K. 32���� HHHHWyou Swill now hear K. 32��� HHHWwill Snow hear K. 32��� HHHWnow Shear K. 32�� HHWhear SK. 32Figure 3: Example of a metrical treetherefore labeled as accented. Now if semantic factors did not intervene, K. 32 would carryan accent since the accented label would trickle down along all the rightmost branches of thetree. But since K. 32 is also referred to in the previous sentence of the discourse, K. 32 isobject-given, and marked �A. As a result, the Default Accent rule swaps the strong/weak(S/W) labeling between hear andK. 32 before the accented labels are assigned. Consequently,the sentence accent trickles down along a path of strong nodes and ends up on hear. Notethat, in accordance with the discussion in section 4.1, clause (c) of the markings for AccentBlocking makes use of a nonsymmetric relation between anaphor and antecedent, requiringthe `antecedent' to be subsumed by the `anaphor', rather than the other way round. Thefollowing accent pattern is predicted:(15) a Two people heard the performance; �Three +composers had been invited.b Two composers heard the performance; +Three �people had been invited.24



The reason is that, due to the asymmetry of clause (c), people in (b) is marked �A, whilecomposers in (a) is not.The treatment of novelty-related accents described in the present section leads to somepromising results,12 but an initial implementation showed some shortcomings, not the leastof which was that novelty of information is the only accent trigger that was used. Thus, forexample, there was nothing to guarantee an accent on expressions that are contrasted withother expressions, unless the items contrasted also happened to express new information.Thus, in a context where both Mozart and Haydn have recently occurred, these two nameswould not be accented:(16) a �Mozart wrote few string quartets.b �Haydn wrote many.Of course, the accenting model allows contrast to be added as another source of accents,alongside novelty of information. Given the implementation of the accenting model sketchedearlier in this section, this can be done by attributing a +F label to all those expressions(including, but not restricted to, major phrases) that can be characterized as standing incontrast with some other expression. However, characterizing contrast is di�cult. Arguably,determining the circumstances under which two expressions are in contrast requires an abilityto recognize whether two sentences are in logical conict with each other (van Deemter1994a). In the case of dyd, however, the problem of contrastive accent may be �nessed byexploiting the fact that generation in dyd makes use of templates. For example, consider thefollowing template, where a hand-coded accent is indicated by a + following the constituentto be accented:(17) hThis compositioni is (also j again) a h duo i in h G i, like thepreceding composition, but now for h violin and viola i+.Since the addition of hand-coded accents is not speci�cally related to the issue of contextmodeling - even though the phenomenon of contrast is obviously a contextual one - we will notdiscuss in detail how hand-coding was used to improve system performance. In particular,we will refrain from discussing the circumstances under which a part of an expression markedas contrastive information can be subject to deaccenting. Instead, we will use the remainingpart of this section to explain briey how the prosodic structures that have been discussedare used to arrive at spoken output.As was explained earlier on, the Prosody module of the system adds information aboutaccenting and phrasing to the output of the language- generation module. The prosodicallyenriched sentences are then passed on to the Speechmodule (Fig.1), whose job it is to `realize'this abstract structure in sound. An enriched sentence is transformed into a structure inwhich the abstract information concerning accenting is `interpreted' in terms of Rises andFalls, in accordance with the IPO model of intonation ('t Hart et al. 1990, Willems et al.1988). The resulting structure is then sent to the dectalk speech-synthesis system, whichtakes care of the �nal phase of acoustic realization. As a result of this procedure, dyd12For some preliminary experimental evaluation, see (van Donselaar 1995b, van Donselaar 1995a).25



produces far fewer accents (roughly two-thirds) than it would do if sentences were sentdirectly to dectalk, without prosodic enrichments stemming from the Context Model,resulting in less monotonic speech that is easier to interpret. For further explanation of thespeech module, see (van Deemter et al. 1994). Examples of the accent patterns generatedcan be found in the Appendix.5 ConclusionsWe have described an actually implemented system that aims at the generation of coher-ent, correctly pronounced monologues on Mozart's instrumental compositions. The lack ofa sound and generally accepted methodology for the evaluation of generation systems is no-torious (Cole et al. 1995), which is why the present paper concludes with an Appendix inwhich the output of the system is exempli�ed.We have shown that context modeling plays a vital role in various modules of this system,to guarantee that monologues(1) have a content that is appropriate given the wishes of the user, as expressedduring the dialogue,(2) are linguistically coherent, both internally and in the larger setting of theinteraction between system and user, and(3) are intonationally adequate, especially in terms of their accenting patterns.We hope to have shown that a proper modeling of context is an absolute requirement if thetype of system described is to function properly, and that the system developed forms anexcellent tool for investigating the various issues at hand. In particular, the fact that dyd isa language-generation system implies that many things are under full control of the designer,so that variation can be introduced in exactly those aspects which require investigation. Inaddition, the design of the generation module, in which no standard discourse grammar isused, opens the way for various rules that safeguard the coherence of the monologues andmake the role of context explicit.We have also seen that `context' encompasses various kinds of information. Some of theseare purely syntactic in nature, others semantic; some are probably required in any speech-generation system, while others are highly dependent on the particular application. A so-called Context Model has been set up to keep track of all the relevant information, and ruleshave been formulated that ensure the ful�llment of the requirements covered by (1)-(3). TheContext Model can be thought of as a computationally viable version of a huge DiscourseRepresentation Structure which is simpli�ed in some (i.e., semantic) respects and enrichedin other (mostly, form-related) respects. We will refrain from discussing the question ofwhether it is possible to embed our Context Models in a fully general theory of context -perhaps of the kind proposed by Buva�c and Mason (Buva�c and Mason to appear). Suchquestions require a very di�erent, formally more sophisticated treatment and are left forfurther research.
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6 AppendixThis Appendix contains an example of a possible dialogue between the system and a user,in which the user makes three successive requests, interleaved with three monologues onthe part of the system. The texts are rendered without paragraph structure. Sentences arerendered verbatim and accents are indicated by means of + markings following each accentedword. Accents in the dialogue part are omitted. The reader should bear in mind that notall the details of rules related to accenting have been explained in the present paper. Inparticular, this is true of hand-coded accents, but also of some rhythm-based rules as wellas for some exceptions against the conditions under which constituents are deaccented.What follows is the exact output produced by dyd as a result of the sequence of commandsused in section 2 to exemplify the working of the dialogue module. First, the user request isrepeated (in abbreviated form), then a brief response is shown in which the system reportsback on what it has found, and then the monologue is presented. In this particular scenario,�rst (1), the user asks for a sonata, whereupon the system selects and presents a sonata forviolin and harpsichord. Next (2), the user adds the condition that the composition has tocontain a piano, whereupon the system selects a sonata for violin and piano. Finally (3), theuser adds that it has to be a fast piece of music; the system interprets this as a request forcompositions with tempo indication `allegro' or `presto' and selects one such composition.After each monologue a couple of shortcomings - as perceived by the authors - are brieylisted.User request (1): sonata.System response: You asked for a sample in the sonata genre. I found 163 tracks. Youwill hear an example.The following+ composition+, from which you are going to hear a fragment+of part one+, was written+ by Mozart in his Salzburg+ period, in Salzburg, inBrussels+, and in Paris+. The KV+ number of this work+ in c+ is K. six+.It is also+ known as the �rst+ sonata+ for violin+, and harpsichord+. Theviolin+ is played by Gerard Poulet+, and the harpsichord+ by Blandine Verlet+.The violin+ sonata consists of four+ parts+: allegro+, andante+, minuet tempodi menuetto+ - tempo di menuetto, and allegro molto+. This allegro is locatedon the �rst+ track+ of the second+ CD+ of volume �fteen+. This allegro lastsfour+ minutes+ twenty+ nine+ seconds+. The recording+ of this sonata+ wasmade in Paris+, France+, in the seventies+. The quality+ of the recording ofthis work is ADD+. The following+ is a fragment+ of this allegro+. (Therefollows a fragment.)Shortcomings: (a) The from which construction is slightly awkward, but can easily bereplaced. (b) The second occurrence of this allegro is infelicitous. (It would have been better.)(c) It seems clearly inappropriate that the second occurrence of Salzburg is deaccented. (d)Likewise, the second occurrence of tempo di menuetto could better be accented.User request (2): piano.System response: You asked for a sample with pianos. I restricted your selection to 11727



tracks. You will hear an example, with one piano.The following+ composition+, from which you are going to hear a fragment+ ofpart one+, was written+ by Mozart on the tenth+of July+ seventeen+ eighty+eight+, in Vienna+. The KV+ number of this sonata+ in f+ is K. �ve+ four+seven+. This composition is also+ known as the 36th+ sonata for violin+, andpiano+. The recording+ was made in Dresden+, Germany+. The quality+ ofthe recording of K. �ve+ four+ seven+ is DDD+. The violin+ sonata consistsof three+ parts+: andante cantabile+, allegro+, and andante. The �rst+ part+is located on track one+ of the �rst CD+ of volume �fteen+. It lasts three+minutes+ �fty+ eight+ seconds+. The following+ is a fragment+ of the �rst+part+. The violin+ is played+ by Isabelle van Keulen+, and the piano+ byRonald Brautigam+. (There follows a fragment.)Shortcomings: (a) The second occurrence of K. �ve four seven seems slightly verbose. (b)The second occurrence of andante (in and andante) should not have been deaccented.User request (3): fast.System response: You asked for a sample with a high tempo. I restricted your selectionto 72 tracks. You will hear an example, with tempo presto.The following+ composition+, from which you are going to hear a fragment+ ofpart three+ , was written+ by Mozart in the beginning+ of seventeen+ seventy+�ve+, in Munich+. The work is also+ a sonata+ in f+, like the preceding+composition, but now+ for piano+. The KV+ number of this work is K. two+eight+ zero+. This sonata+ consists of three+ parts+: allegro assai+, adagio+,and presto+. The presto lasts two+ minutes+ forty+ �ve+ seconds+. This prestois located on track six+ of the �rst+ CD+ of volume seventeen+. The piano+is played by Mitsuko Uchida+. The recording+of the sonata+ was made+ in theHenry Wood+ Hall in London+, England+, in the eighties+. The quality+ ofits recording is DDD+. The following+ is a fragment+ of the third+ part+. (Afragment follows.)Shortcomings: (a) The template also a .., but now ... had better be rephrased. (b) Thepresto had better not be deaccented. (c) This presto might be replaced by a pronoun.ReferencesB. Abb et al. (1996), \Incremental grammatical encoding: an outline of the synphon-ics formulator," Trends in Natural Language Generation: an Ari�cial IntelligencePerspective, ed. by G. Adorni and M. Zock, (Springer Verlag, Berlin and New York)N. Asher and H. Wada (1988), \A computational account of syntactic, semantic anddiscourse principles for anaphora resolution," Journal of Semantics, vol. 6, pp. 309{344L. Augusteijn (1990), \The Elegant compiler generator system," Attribute Grammarsand their Applications, ed. by P. Deransart and M. Jourdan, (Springer Lecture Notesin Computer Science, Berlin) 28
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